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dynamic •  spec if ic  to our context •  we can influence
This vision of success describes a system of action in which key actors are working effectively 

and in alignment (relationships) to achieve and sustain this vision.
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	Behaviors 1: - Different groups of primary constituents are active participants in the change processes that affect them, and engage actively and confidently with other actors.- To the greatest extent possible, they take responsibility for their own development and are active learners who provide direction to and honest feedback on the impacts of interventions.
	Actor 1: Primary constituents
	Organisation name: Keystone Accountability
	Date: June 2009
	Success 1: Social purpose organizations achieve more because they systematically build effective relationships with other constituents of the changes they seek.
	Behaviors and Conditions 1: • Dialogue and feedback are actively invited by more powerful actors.• All groups of primary constituents have easy access to opportunities for feedback and dialogue and time to use them.• Dialogue and feedback are conducted in conditions that encourage confidentiality, trust, safety and security. • Feedback is collected using appropriate sampling and research methodologies, providing credible, representative insights into constituents’ views.• Different groups have incentives to give feedback and contribute to dialogue , including confidence that people in power will listen to them, engage in dialogue and act on things that matter to them (including improving interventions).
	Notes 1: 
	Actor 2: Implementing organizations
	Behaviors 2: - Organizations take an actor-oriented approach to planning and locate their efforts in a wider system of actors and initiatives.- Organizations actively invite, create conditions for, listen to, consider, report back and act on feedback from constituents.- Organizations contribute to sector-wide initiatives to improve performance by managing relationships better. 
	Behaviors and Conditions 2: • Implementing organizations are committed to maximising impact for primary constituents and invest in critical reflection. They view development as contributing to people’s own efforts.• Simple, road-tested systems and tools are available for organizations to invite, create conditions for, listen to, report back and act on feedback from constituents, at all stages in the project cycle.• Managers and staff have the commitment, time, money and support to take an actor-oriented approach to planning and implementation, including adapting approaches to local contexts.• Managers and staff have the time, money and support to adapt feedback systems to local contexts, and create enabling conditions for constituents to contribute to planning and give feedback.• Managers at all levels believe that managing relationships is a key priority for effective work.• Senior managers model the attitudes of listening, welcoming feedback, fostering dialogue and acting on the views of those less powerful than them.  • Incentives exist to implement actor-oriented planning and feedback systems. Boards, senior managers and donors ask for them. Staff and managers’ performance is measured in this area.• Organizations invite constituents to comment on their performance reports and publish their comments accurately.• Organizations engage in debates about managing relationships internally, moving beyond linear logic models for planning, managing and reporting.
	Notes 2: 
	Actor 3: Donors
	Behaviors 3: - Donors take an actor-oriented approach to their own planning, assessment and learning. They invite feedback and dialogue, and actively learn with their constituents about shared goals.- Donors consistently encourage implementing organizations to work with other constituents throughout their planning, assessment and learning processes, including providing funding for feedback mechanisms.- Donors contribute to sector-wide initiatives to improve performance by managing relationships better.
	Behaviors and Conditions 3: • Donors are committed to maximising impact for primary constituents and invest in critical reflection. They see themselves as active constituents of the change processes they fund.• Donors allocate adequate funding for evaluative thinking and practice, including feedback mechanisms. (The appropriate proportion of the total budget depends on the nature of the intervention, but would ordinarily fall between 5 and 15 percent.)• Donors engage in debates on performance internally, moving beyond linear logic models for planning, managing and reporting.• Simple, road-tested systems and tools are available for donors and organizations to invite, create conditions for, listen to, report back and act on feedback from constituents, at all stages in the project cycle.• Donors’ operating staff have the commitment, support and space to work with implementing organizations on their actor-oriented planning and relationship metrics.• Donors allocate resources on the basis of actor-oriented proposals, supported by evidence of the level of engagement by constituents in the planning process. (Conversely, donors discourage overly simplistic and ambitious proposals, particularly those that depend on behavioural change resulting primarily from external interventions.)  • Donors require relationship indicators from grantees as a central part of their planning, measurement and review systems. • Recognizing the nature of the ‘reporting burden ‘, donors do not impose inappropriate reporting models and burdens on implementing organizations. • Donors’ strategic plans create space and incentives for actor-oriented planning (rather than risking pre-determining implementing organizations’ priorities, or binding them to over-ambitious goals). • Donors actively expect learning and initial plans to be reviewed and adapted during implementation.• Material resources are available for donors to pursue these approaches. 
	Notes 3: 
	Actor 4: Academics/researchers
	Behaviors 4: Academics & researchers actively engage in developing a deeper understanding of what kind of relationships, planning and learning systems contribute best to developmental outcomes.
	Behaviors and Conditions 4: • Academics find the research questions compelling, and compatible with existing interests.• Funding is available for research.• Academics have access to field sites and relevant data.• Credible material about this field is published in academic journals (and other media) and creates interest and engagement. Material could be from Keystone or other relevant actors.
	Notes 4: 
	Actor 5: Rating agencies
	Behaviors 5: Incorporate relationship metrics into their systems or shut down!
	Behaviors and Conditions 5: • Rating agencies understand the role that relationships and constituency feedback plays in social change.• Appropriate and reliable metrics are easily available.• There are simple, cost-effective ways for rating agencies to get data.
	Notes 5: 
	Actor 6: Policy makers
	Behaviors 6: Use feedback and relationship data as important evidence for policy making.
	Behaviors and Conditions 6: • Policy makers and those who influence them (e.g. media, universities) recognise the value of managing relationships and relationship metrics.• Availability and dissemination of high quality feedback relationship data.
	Notes 6: 
	Actor 7: Evaluators and consultants
	Behaviors 7: Use relationship metrics in their work with implementing organizations and donors.
	Behaviors and Conditions 7: • Evaluators and consultants believe that managing relationships is a key priority for effective development interventions and a meaningful object to measure and manage.• Methods and tools are available that they can use to make money and add value to clients.• Commissioning organizations ask for relationship metrics.• Good relationships between Keystone and other like-minded organisations, (e.g iScale, IDS) and evaluators / consultants.
	Notes 7: 
	Actor 8: Actor
	Behaviors 8: Behaviour  Relationships  Conditions
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